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Solutions Down
1. FRUSTRATION
2. PROPRIETARY
3. TITLE
4. DICTAT
5. NUMBERS

Solutions Across
1. PLEADING
2. SUPPORT
3. ARBITRATOR
4. STATUTORY
5. SOCRATES

Flyon the wall …

Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality v Asla 
Construction (Pty) Ltd 2019 JDR 0757 (CC)

Recently, Fly’s club asked prospective 
members to wax wise about the 
Constitutional Court judgments in Buffalo 
City v Asla. Waxed very wise they did. 
It seemed common cause among the 
young ‘uns that more confusion was 
created than clarity when it came to the 
proper approach for the courts to adopt 
when confronted with unacceptably 
late challenges to one’s own undeniably 
unlawful official conduct. Or so it seemed 
to Fly in any event. Fly wondered 
whether insight could be gained by 
meditation, or by song. He thought the 
least he could do to tip a hat to the wise 
efforts of the young ‘uns was to have 
a go at translating Braamfontein into 
Dryden. If it doesn’t bring insight, blame 
Braamfontein, not Fly.

Baffling Buffaloes

It started off that houses should be made,
With tetchiness when builders were not paid.
“You see,” the City said, when work was done,
“Our	hands	are	tied;	no	tender	had	been	won.
We now are forced to court our mess to take,
And yes, it seems, we’ll have and eat our cake.”

But then, before the court could say its say,
The City thought “let’s do it anyway.
The job that we were not allowed to give
We’ll give again, our fighting to relieve!
We’ll tell the Court that all is now repaired,
And add some stuff, as you so well have fared.”

The court, alas, had little time for this: 
“In reasons offered something was amiss.
We shall, instead, your fight (now moot) assess,
And weigh if we this job should damn or bless.
But first we note the punch was thrown so late
That law books say best leave these things to fate.”

“Yet doing so a wicked deal would heed
And maybe future wicked ones would feed.
And so we say: although your shot is barred
It hits its mark in no way less than hard.
But what to do with cakes to have and eat?
We’ll say you win, while giving you defeat.”

“So now I see,” the City quoted then,
“That what we were forbidden with our pen
To leave as mended, mended was so left
But only after words and thinking deft.
The deal that was so bad it could not stand
Was also left to grow upon the land.” A


